Classics Courses Fall 2011

**Language & Literature**
- Greek 101: Introduction to Ancient Greek
- Greek 301: Advanced Ancient Greek
- Latin 101: Beginning Latin I
- Latin 102: Beginning Latin II
- Latin 201: Intermediate Latin I
- Latin 202: Intermediate Latin II
- Latin 421: Advanced Latin
- Latin 494: Latin Comprehensive
- REL 194 Biblical Hebrew I
- REL 294 Biblical Hebrew III
- REL 194 Sanskrit I
- SLC 294: Ancient Greek Literature in Translation (*NEW!*)

**History, Philosophy & Religious Studies**
- HST 362: Sex and Society
  (Classical and Medieval Europe)
- HST 394: Greece I
  (Bronze Age through High Classical)
- HST 394: Rome I (Foundations and Republic)
- PHI 301 History of Ancient Philosophy
- PHI 420/591 Free Will in Ancient Philosophy (*NEW!*)
- REL 315 Hebrew Bible (Old Testament)
- REL 371 New Testament
- SLC/HST 394: Greece & Rome at War
- SCL/HEB/REL 494/598 Art Beyond the Bible (*NEW!*)

**Art History, Architecture & Anthropology**
- ASB 222: Buried Cities and Lost Tribes
- ASB 572: Museum Collection Management
- ASB 579 Critical Issues in Museum Studies
- APH 313 History of Architecture I
- APH 494/598 Digital Rome
- ARS 101 Art from Prehistory through the Middle Ages
- ARS 394 Akhenaten and His Time
- ARS 404 Greek Art
- ARS 498/591 Pompeii and Herculaneum
- ARS 504 Critical Approaches to Greek Art

**General Classics**
- SLC/BIO 194: Latin & Greek Roots in BioScientific Terminology (*Online!* )
- SLC 194: Introduction to Classics (1 credit)
- SLC 294: Introduction to Greek and Roman Mythology